ActiveArchives-on-the-Cloud
Laserfiche RIO Fully Provisioned on the Cloud
* Laserfiche RIO functionality accessible through PC, Web or Mobile Client
* No servers or capital costs – simple subscription per user
* Secure access to all repositories and documents
* Customizable folders, templates and fields
Laserfiche is the solution to your Enterprise Content Management requirements.
Now, ActiveArchives on the Cloud gives you Laserfiche power, fully configured, as a
monthly Software-as-a-Service subscription. Access documents from PC, tablet or
phone anywhere, anytime from a secure, dedicated Cloud server.
You can be up and running in days. There are no servers, no up-front capital costs,
and no maintenance or administration costs. You enjoy the benefits of a full
Laserfiche system, including the professional support of ActiveArchives, Laserfiche
and Cambridge Connections, hosted in a proven, secure cloud environment.
ECM for Our Time - Laserfiche RIO on the Cloud provides unparalleled Laserfiche
Enterprise Content Management functionality, with the flexibility, scalability and
innovation only available in a Software-as-a-Service implementation.
ActiveArchives-on-the-Cloud is Scalable - 1 to
100,000. No matter how many users, Laserfiche RIO
on the Cloud will support them with an infinitely
scalable architecture. Rollout at your own pace. Add
users under your own schedule and pay for only the
licenses that you need when you need them.
Access your documents and records
from any location in a secure hosted
environment.

Use either the Laserfiche desktop client or
Web Access. Connect from your PC,
tablet or phone.

No server administration costs. Automatic backups, maintenance and upgrades.
RIO on the Cloud is Easy - For a standard monthly subscription, a user receives a
Laserfiche Rio named-user license, access to a secure Laserfiche repository running on
a proven Cloud server architecture, 20 Gb of document storage, SSL encryption,
server maintenance and backup, and access to over 200 training videos.

For more information and pricing about ActiveArchives-on-the-Cloud visit
us at www.ActiveArchives.com or email us at sales@activearchives.com
(409) 781-7745

